Personalize

Ringtones & sounds: Go ahead, add your personal touch. Change your home screen:

M: Touch and hold an empty spot until you see the menu. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Wallpapers: Touch and hold a wallpaper, then touch the wallpaper. Touch a category to open it, then type the name of the wallpaper, or use your own image.

Displaying 214 contacts: To add social network accounts, touch Menu > Settings > Updates. To add a network account, touch Menu > Add account.

Messages: Touch a message, then touch a category. Flick left to see more updates or messages. Touch to open, then type the name of the contact, or use your own image.

Web & Maps: To ensure compliance with RF exposure requirements. Note that the product may be subject to interference from other sources.

Callers: Touch > to see all contacts. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Maps: Pinpoint turn-by-turn navigation all the way.

Maps > Advanced > Wi-Fi settings and network notification details. Touch Menu > Advanced > Wi-Fi settings and network notification details.

Contact update, then:

Contact: Touch > Contacts. Touch a contact, then touch the name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Contacts: Touch Contacts. Touch a contact, then touch a category. Touch a contact, then touch the name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Messages: Touch > Messages. Touch a category. Touch a message, then type the contact name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Callers: Touch > to see all contacts. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Messages: Touch > Messages. Touch a category. Touch a message, then type the contact name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

WEB & MAPS: To ensure compliance with RF exposure requirements. Note that the product may be subject to interference from other sources.

Maps: Pinpoint turn-by-turn navigation all the way.

Maps > Advanced > Wi-Fi settings and network notification details. Touch Menu > Advanced > Wi-Fi settings and network notification details.

Contact update, then:

Contact: Touch > Contacts. Touch a contact, then touch the name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Contacts: Touch Contacts. Touch a contact, then touch a category. Touch a contact, then touch the name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Messages: Touch > Messages. Touch a category. Touch a message, then type the contact name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Callers: Touch > to see all contacts. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Messages: Touch > Messages. Touch a category. Touch a message, then type the contact name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

WEB & MAPS: To ensure compliance with RF exposure requirements. Note that the product may be subject to interference from other sources.

Maps: Pinpoint turn-by-turn navigation all the way.

Maps > Advanced > Wi-Fi settings and network notification details. Touch Menu > Advanced > Wi-Fi settings and network notification details.

Contact update, then:

Contact: Touch > Contacts. Touch a contact, then touch the name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Contacts: Touch Contacts. Touch a contact, then touch a category. Touch a contact, then touch the name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Messages: Touch > Messages. Touch a category. Touch a message, then type the contact name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Callers: Touch > to see all contacts. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Messages: Touch > Messages. Touch a category. Touch a message, then type the contact name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

WEB & MAPS: To ensure compliance with RF exposure requirements. Note that the product may be subject to interference from other sources.

Maps: Pinpoint turn-by-turn navigation all the way.

Maps > Advanced > Wi-Fi settings and network notification details. Touch Menu > Advanced > Wi-Fi settings and network notification details.

Contact update, then:

Contact: Touch > Contacts. Touch a contact, then touch the name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Contacts: Touch Contacts. Touch a contact, then touch a category. Touch a contact, then touch the name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Messages: Touch > Messages. Touch a category. Touch a message, then type the contact name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Callers: Touch > to see all contacts. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.

Messages: Touch > Messages. Touch a category. Touch a message, then type the contact name. To move or delete something, touch and hold it again.